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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A. Background
A peer review of the State of California, Department of Water Resources, Division of Safety of Dams
(DSOD) Dam Safety Program was conducted by an Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO)
Peer Review Team (Team). The objective of the peer review is to provide guidance for the dam safety
program through an overall evaluation including the program’s mission, objectives, policies, procedures
and other factors. The Team evaluates the competence of the program relevant to the generally
accepted standards of practice for dam safety. This report contains the findings and recommendations
of the Team.
B. Overall Review of Program Effectiveness
The Team considers the DSOD program to be the leading dam safety program in the nation. The statutory
authorities of the DSOD meet the minimum requirements outlined in the National Dam Safety Act (NDSA)
and most of the recommendations of the Model Dam Safety Program. The senior leadership team is
well educated, competent, passionate, committed, and effective, and the DSOD staff is well qualified to
execute the dam safety program. The DSOD has a very well documented and rigorous inspection program
that is the key component of the surveillance program.
The significant fee structure enables the depth and breadth of this public safety program.
The Team findings are listed in detail in the main body of the report and summarized as strengths and
weaknesses followed by recommendations to address weaknesses and enhance and sustain the DSOD
Program. Program strengths, weaknesses and recommendations were subdivided into categories 1
through 3 in descending order of importance and relevance to the dam safety program. While only
category 1 findings and recommendations are included in this Executive Summary, the full set of program
strengths, weaknesses and recommendations, including Category 2 and 3 are listed in this report.
The findings and recommendations are subdivided into three categories based on importance and
urgency.
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Category 1 contains findings and recommendations that require Immediate Action
to meet basic dam safety program requirements.
(Timeframe 0 – 2 years).
Category 2 contains recommendations for – Intermediate Action
(Timeframe: 1 – 3 years).
Category 3 contains recommendations for – Long Term Action
(Timeframe: 3 – 5 years)

Below are the most significant findings of (Category 1) from the review. More complete and detailed
findings are discussed in the report.
C. Strengths
1. The senior leadership team is well educated, competent, passionate, committed, and effective. The
DSOD leadership team has developed and maintained a staff that is highly educated, skilled and
dedicated. The staff is comprised of experienced individuals that are well qualified to perform all
dam safety program responsibilities, including state of the art independent design analyses.
2. DSOD has clear authority and the statutes meet the minimum requirements in the NDSA and most
recommendations of the Model Dam Safety Program.
3. The DSOD has a very well documented and rigorous inspection program that is the key component
of the dam safety surveillance program. Most high hazard dams have instrumentation and are
being monitored and analyzed by DSOD as part of the annual inspection program. The DSOD
conducts periodic inspections annually on all jurisdictional dams and follows up with letter
requests for work when necessary. This helps to ensure that small problems with a dam (such as
new tree growth) do not become larger problems before they are addressed.
4. The division uses the DamPoint database developed internally to track workflow and assignments.
The DamPoint inventory and tracking system is a great beginning of what will hopefully grow into a
robust management tool for the inventory of dams.
5. The program has a robust monitoring/alert system, ShakeCast, for earthquake events to identity
which dams may have been adversely affected, and also provides a probable damage
assessment.
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6. Field Branch engineers make frequent inspections during the construction of new dams and during
the repair, alteration or removal of existing dams to verify conformity with approved plans and
specifications and applicable safety standards.
7. The DSOD does manage EAPs including filing EAPs and maintaining the inventory of EAPs
submitted to them. DSOD field engineers participate in EAP functional exercises; DSOD design
engineers also participate but do so less frequently.
8. The DSOD program performs rigorous independent design reviews of new dam designs and
rehabilitation design.
9. The significant fee structure, which is comprised of both annual fees and application fees for
construction projects, funds the program in its entirety and enables the depth and breadth of this
public safety program.
10. The DSOD has a workplace health and safety program including a full-time safety engineer that
is unique and leading edge for state dam safety programs.
D. Weaknesses
1. The DSOD has extensive, valuable file resources; however, these are at risk since they are paper
copies with no backup.
2. Skill with the tools and processes for tracking budget revenues, expenditures, and staff workload
are not strong among many senior managers other than Sharon Tapia.
3. Although not the norm, there can be long delays in getting dam safety work products
letters/approvals/notifications processed. There are only a few types of letters that are not signed
by the Division Chief. Letters signed by the Division Chief are subject to multiple levels of review
and the process to get a letter out can take months to complete whenever multiple branches are
involved.
4. There appears to be some weaknesses regarding emergency response and Emergency Action Plans
for jurisdictional dams. Although there is a written policy and procedure to deal with dam safety
emergencies and their Emergency Action Plan (EAP) program, many staff members were unaware
of their specific responsibilities during and following an event. DSOD has not had a Division wide
emergency response exercise for the staff in the past several years and the majority of the current
staff did not work for the program during the most recent large-scale event, and thus may have
little to no experience with emergency response. Emergency action procedures are in the
process of being updated and training is planned.
5. DSOD has not issued an annual report since 2010.
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6. While the significant annual fee revenues provide adequate budget to fund the program, this
singular method of funding may leave the program vulnerable should fees ever be reduced.
7. The website does not include links for dam owners and for the general public such as
www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org.
8. Not all staff was aware that there is a written policies and procedures manual for design reviews.
E. Recommendations
Category 1 – Immediate Action to meet basic dam safety program requirements. (Timeframe 0 – 2 years)
1. Evaluate and modify the processing time for dam safety work products
letters/approvals/notifications, etc. to make them timelier.
2. Digitally scan the paper file resources and ensure proper off site backups, as a stopgap measure
until the DamPoint database is substantially enhanced.
3. It is recommended that the policies and procedures manual for design reviews be redistributed to
all staff and remind them the availability of these documents on the internal website.
4. Continue the policies and procedures that have been integral to the success of the DSOD
program and placed it at the forefront of dam safety in the nation.
5. Evaluate staff workload within the branches and make staffing adjustments as necessary.
6. Implement the plan to complete EAPs for all high and significant hazard dams.
7. As soon as possible, complete development of a new emergency preparedness procedure to
allow DSOD to respond effectively to a major event such as an earthquake or widespread
flooding.
8. Exercise the emergency preparedness procedure or provide refresher training on portions of it
on an annual basis.
9. Responsibility assignments, and signature authority / signature matrix, should be reconsidered
from the perspective of a “succession strategy” in order to reinforce the trust senior management
has of staff, to seek opportunities to respond more quickly, and to help prepare future
organizational leaders.
10. Skills with the tools and process for tracking budget revenues, expenditures, and staff workload,
should be deepened with senior management.
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11. For continuity of operations, create an official back up plan and practice, for the information
contained in, and the database structure that underlies DamPoint.
12. Create flow charts for the selective enforcement, progressive discipline style, compliance and
enforcement process including the use of reservoir restrictions, stop work orders, and the use
of the Attorney General’s staff that litigate in court.
13. Develop a simplified risk assessment tool to prioritize noncompliant high hazard dams for
enforcement.
14. Explain the enforcement process and staff linkage to this process at an all staff retreat.
15. Include links on the website for dam owners and for the general public such as
www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org.
16. As part of the annual plan for the program, pay special attention to the public and dam owner
acceptance of the fee program to avoid unexpected challenges.

F. Acknowledgements
The Team extends its thanks for assistance and participation of David Gutierrez and all DSOD staff, and
extends special thanks to John Tatyosian and Sharon Tapia for their efforts in coordinating the
collection of advance information and pre-visit activities of the Team.
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II. INTRODUCTION
A. Scope
This report documents the observations, findings and recommendations made by the Team on the
dam safety program of the DSOD. The peer review began with the review of advance documents
provided by DSOD and the confidential questionnaires provided by the DSOD staff. The onsite part
of the review was conducted during the period May 16 through 19, 2016 in Sacramento, CA.
This report is divided into six sections: (I) Executive Summary (II) Introduction, (III) DSOD Dam Safety
Peer Review, (IV) Evaluation, (V) Recommendations and (VI) Certification. Each section is based on the
review of provided information and interviews of staff members chosen by the Team and DSOD.
B. Objective
The objective of an ASDSO Peer Review is to provide professional guidance to improve the
performance and management of dam safety programs (Programs). A Peer Review evaluates the
Program including its mission, objectives, policies and procedures and other factors of a dam safety
agency or organization (Organization). The Program is evaluated relative to the Organization’s own
governing regulations, the National Dam Safety Act, the Model State Dam Safety Program (FEMA
316), and commonly accepted standards of practice.
The Peer Review is limited in scope and cannot determine or guarantee that a program complies
with all applicable state, federal or provincial regulations or standards of practice. The Peer Review
is performed by a team of engineers and dam safety professionals who produce a technical opinion,
not a legal opinion.
It is recognized that the success of any dam safety program depends upon adequate program funding,
the quality of physical inspections, dedication and commitment of the regulatory agencies, and
especially the due diligence of the dam owner or operator.
C. Procedure
The Team reviewed documents furnished by the DSOD pertaining to areas of business and project
management, and development and maintenance of technical dam competence. The Team visited
the DSOD in order to determine whether its objectives, procedures, and policies are clearly
understood and are being uniformly implemented.
The Team followed the procedures outlined in the manual, “Peer Review for Dam Safety Agencies,”
issued by ASDSO dated December 2010 (Manual). Confidential interviews were made with many
personnel involved with the Program. A tour of the office and cursory review of several dam safety files
and the Inventory of Dams were also made.
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As outlined in the Manual, the Team focused on the basic components of a dam safety program
including:
o Legislation and authority
o Program components














o

Inventory
Inspections
Surveillance monitoring
Enforcement
Emergency Response/Emergency Action Plans
Permitting
Design reviews
Reevaluations
Program management
Human resources
Funding and budgeting
Files and records
Policies and procedures
Stakeholder relations

Resource allocation

The Team provides this written report, which documents its findings and recommendations. The
Team does not perform follow-up or provide sanctions for not following recommendations.
Implementation of recommendations is at the discretion of the Organization’s decision makers, its
state legislature, or enabling body.
The Teams do not inspect dams during reviews, and are therefore not involved in evaluating any
Program’s inventory of dams.
D. Key Points
Key points in interpreting this report are the following aspects of the ASDSO Peer Review Program:
A peer review is voluntary. This peer review was requested by the DSOD. The access to certain
materials and the documents reviewed was given voluntarily by the Organization. The documents
reviewed may or may not be representative of the Organization’s practice. Likewise, certain individuals
that were interviewed, whether they were suggested by the Engineer/Director or chosen by the Team,
may not be entirely representative of the Organization, nor be fully responsive to the Team. However,
58 advance questionnaires were completed by the DSOD staff and reviewed by the Team and 30
individuals were interviewed by the Team to gain insight into the execution of the program.
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A peer review is confidential. The Team will maintain confidentiality with respect to the sources of
various observations reported herein. The Team informed the staff that all comments would be
treated in a confidential manner. The Team asks that the Organization not probe beyond what is
stated in the report concerning the sources of the comment or suggestions.
As part of the peer review process the Team reviewed a number of files for selected dam safety facilities
and projects. The primary purpose for this activity was to observe, first-hand, how the DSOD conducts
and documents its dam safety function. However, in the review of the small number of selected
projects, not all technical aspects of the designer’s approach to the project were examined. No
calculations for correctness, or confirmation of the results of the calculations were part of the Team’s
function. Similarly, the documents that were furnished were reviewed only from the standpoint of
apparent conformance with the policies of the agency as to work planning, production, and adherence
to the quality control/quality assurance policies.
E. Confidentiality
Since each member of Team has access to confidential information, each member submitted a signed
“Peer Reviewer Statement of Nondisclosure” to DSOD and ASDSO prior to the formal process of the
peer review, in order to preserve the confidentiality of the responses of the staff members of the DSOD.
The statement of nondisclosure states in part that the signatory will, “. . . neither copy nor disclose such
information in whole or in part to anyone other than members of the Team, the Peer Review
Committee and the Administrator without the prior consent of the DSOD.”
It is not intended that this report and documentation of the findings and recommendations in any way
violate the statement of nondisclosure or reveal matters that would be considered confidential by the
DSOD. Further, the DSOD and the Team reviewed this document for consistency and appropriateness.
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F. Members of Peer Review Team
The Peer Review Team that visited the DSOD was composed of the following members:
Team Coordinator
William B. Bingham, P.E.
Vice President
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
E-mail: wbingham@gfnet.com

Daniel J. Mahoney
Former Director, Dam Safety & Inspections
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
E-mail: dmahoney217@gmail.com

Mark B. Ogden, P.E.
Project Manager
The Association of State Dam Safety Officials
E-mail: mogden@damsafety.org

Kenneth E. Smith, P.E., Assistant Director
Division of Water, Indiana Department of Natural
Resources E-Mail: kesmith@dnr.in.gov

A short biographical sketch on the members of the Peer Review Team is included in the Appendix D.
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III. CALIFORNIA, DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, DIVISION OF SAFETY OF
DAMS
A. History
The California Dam Safety Program can trace its beginnings to August 14, 1929 when the legislature
passed the first dam safety law to allow the state to supervise dams, “to prevent failure, to
safeguard life, and to protect property.” The legislation was a result of the historic failure of St.
Francis Dam in March of 1928. The Baldwin Hills Reservoir failure in December 1963 was a catalyst
to a 1965 major change to the law to provide for regulation of off-stream storage reservoirs.
Regulated dams are generally defined as any artificial barrier more than 25 feet in height, or which
impound more than 50 acre-feet of storage. Any barriers less than 6 feet in height, or which
impound less than 15 acre-feet of storage are exempt.
Dams and reservoirs are defined in the California Water Code Sections 6002, 6003, and 6004.
Certain exemptions are included in Sections 6004 and 6025. All dams under these definitions are
subject to State supervision unless they are owned and operated by the United States.
The Team believes that the DSOD’s Parts 1 and 2 of Division 3, Dams and Reservoirs, of the
California Water Code (Statutes), Chapter 1 of Division 2, Title 23 Waters, of the California Code of
Regulations (Regulations adopted by the Department of Water Resources) accommodate most of
the minimum requirements of the National Dam Safety Review Board Criteria; and that they are up
to most Model Dam Safety Program standards and meet the recommendations of the Model Dam
Safety Program in almost all respects.
B. Organizational Structure
The administration and execution of the dam safety program has been delegated to the DSOD. The
DSOD is organized under the Department of Water Resources, which in turn is managed by the
Natural Resources Agency. Copies of the Organization charts showing the position of the DSOD
within the state are provided in Appendix C.
The Division of Safety of Dams is organized into three branches and one section. The Design
Engineering Branch and the Field Engineering Branch perform the major line activities of the
Division.
Office of the Chief is responsible for managing and overseeing the management of all operations of
the Division of Safety of Dams. The Office coordinates the work between the branches and is the
main contact between the Division and Department executive management. The Chief makes
ultimate decisions on application approvals, major decisions related to the safety of dams, and
policies and procedures within the Division. The Chief serves as the state representative of the
Association of State Dam Safety Officials.
The Field Branch is responsible for monitoring all dams, which includes maintenance inspections,
reviewing instrumentation, and making safety evaluations. The Branch is responsible for all
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construction inspections for dams under application. The Branch is responsible for making all
requests of owners necessary to maintain or repair dams and is generally the main point of contact
with dam owners. The Branch is the main point of contact with the public including public
complaints and dealing with illegal dams. The Branch generally supports the Design Branch for dams
under review of plans and specifications for the repair, alteration, enlargement, or construction of
dams.
The Design Branch is generally responsible for the review of plans, specifications, and technical
reports for the repair, alteration, construction, or enlargement of dams. The Branch is responsible
for review of all proposed dams including jurisdictional determinations. The Branch is also
responsible for the review of re-evaluations and special studies on dams and to keep the Division
abreast of state of the practice in dam safety engineering.
The Geology Branch provides support to both the Field and Design Branch and provides services for
the Division, as required. The services performed include geologic evaluations of dam reservoir sites,
geologic inspections in the field before and during construction, inspections of geologic conditions at
operational dams, and review and analysis of geology or seismology related reports on individual
projects. Geologists participate in all meetings concerned with specific site geology or seismicity and
make recommendations on geological and seismological factors associated with design,
construction, and maintenance. Special field and office studies of earthquake, landslide, subsidence,
and other geologic phenomena are performed.
The Geology Branch maintains liaisons with other State and Federal agencies with geologic or
seismological responsibilities in California. It also collects and analyzes geologic and seismic data
from areas throughout California. Earthquakes are evaluated by the Branch to initiate prompt
inspections of dams possibly affected by such events.
The Administration Section is responsible for coordinating training documents; providing human
resources support; purchasing; reproduction; contract processing services; maintaining supplies and
business equipment; coordinating administrative activities with Department headquarters' units;
maintaining an administrative records control system; providing clerical and timekeeping services;
and is responsible for the administrative processing of applications and Certificates of Approval. The
Section also assists in maintaining the directory of persons responsible for the operation and
maintenance of each dam, as well as the issuance of letters to dam owners regarding procedures to
follow in communicating with the Division in emergencies. Incoming and outgoing mail and general
office support duties are also handled in this Section.
There are other services provided by the Department to support Division functions including legal
and information technology services, legislative support, procurement and contracting, human
resources, budget and finance, facilities management, mobile equipment, health and safety, public
affairs, and files management.
Although files are located within DSOD facilities, the Division of Management Services, Records
Management is responsible for files of all the dams and applicable administrative documents. This
Unit functions as an integral part of the Division and works closely with the Administration Section.
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C. Publications
The DSOD website includes a link to complete statutes and regulations regarding dams at
http://www.water.ca.gov/damsafety/docs/statutes-regulations.pdf.
The link provides a copy of all statutes and regulations pertaining to the supervision of dams and
reservoirs. We have included these in Appendix A to this report.
A complete list of other documents reviewed by the Team in preparation for and during the review
is in Appendix B.
D. Observations and Findings
The following observations, based on the italicized questions, were made of the DSOD Dam Safety
Program during the peer review in May 2016.
1. Legislation and Authority
The Team has determined that the statutory authorities of the DSOD meet the minimum requirements
outlined in the National Dam Safety Act (NDSA) and most of the recommendations of the Model Dam
Safety Program.
The program does not contain authority to require the following Model Program guidelines:








inspection frequencies set by law or rule,
proof of financial responsibility (i.e. Establish that the dam owner is financially capable of
maintaining and repairing the dam, if necessary),
that all owners of high and significant hazard potential dams shall prepare, update, and
periodically test Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) and inundation area mapping (A sister
agency, the Office of Emergency Services, does have authority to require inundation maps
for high hazard dams but does not have authority to require an emergency action plan),
that a permit application for new construction, reconstruction, or modification, contain
information regarding hazard potential identification,
that a permit be obtained to change owners of the dam,
a re-evaluation of high hazard potential dams every 5 years to include in-depth calculations
and evaluations of hydrology, hydraulics, structural stability, earthquake engineering and
construction using up-to-date techniques and design criteria.

The DSOD statutes are clearly written and are well understood by the staff and the DSOD chief
reports that the division enjoys an excellent reputation within the state legislature and receives
legislative support within the DWR.
While not in DSOD statutes, there is a state statute that requires disclosure of the dam hazard
potential on transfer of ownership for properties within an inundation area of a dam. This provides a
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unique opportunity for California to be a model for the nation in providing downstream stakeholder
awareness.
Strengths
Category 1 – DSOD has clear authority and the statutes meet the minimum requirements in the
NDSA and most recommendations of the Model Dam Safety Program.
Category 1 – The requirement for disclosure of the dam hazard potential on transfer of property
ownership provides an opportunity for providing downstream stakeholder awareness.
Weaknesses
Category 3 – The program does not contain authority on some Model Program guidelines.
Recommendations
Category 3 – As the opportunities arise, modify or add to the DSOD statutes and regulations to meet
all guidelines of the Model Dam Safety Program.

2. Program Components
Inventory
The DSOD has a fairly new, internally created, database known as DamPoint. While still limited in its
capabilities, this tool is a great beginning of what should grow into a robust management tool for the
inventory of dams. Currently, the tool can perform work and task tracking and contains the typically
requested NID fields, contacts, and fee activities.
DamPoint is not yet a tool that can be used in the field, by staff to research past project reports. It can’t
yet create and file inspection reports. It doesn’t track changes to deficiencies over time, or contain
inundation mapping or have the ability to perform incident or emergency activities. It does not link to
or contain typical dam inventory file information such as detailed analysis, plans, permits,
correspondence, inspection reports, EAPs, scanned information, or photos.
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From a continuity of operations perspective, it is not clear that there is an official back up plan and
practice, for the information contained in, and the database structure that underlies DamPoint.
Strengths
Category 1 - The DSOD’s DamPoint inventory and tracking system is a great beginning of what should
grow into a robust management tool for the inventory of dams.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - From a continuity of operations perspective, it is not clear that there is an official back up
plan and practice for the information contained in, and the database structure that underlies DamPoint.
Category 2 - DamPoint is not yet a tool that can be used in the field, by staff to research past project
reports. It can’t yet create and file inspection reports. It doesn’t track changes to deficiencies over time,
or contain inundation mapping or have the ability to perform incident or emergency activities. It does
not link to or contain typical dam inventory file information such as, detailed analysis, plans, permits,
correspondence, inspection reports, EAPs, scanned information, or photos.
Recommendations
Category 1 - For continuity of operations, create an official back up plan and practice for the information
contained in, and the database structure that underlies DamPoint.
Category 2 - Grow DamPoint into a robust tool that can be used in the field by staff to:
 research past project reports,
 create and file inspection reports,
 track changes to deficiencies over time,
 contain inundation mapping,
 have the ability to perform incident or emergency activities, and
 link to or contain typical dam inventory file information such as, detailed analysis, plans, permits,
correspondence, inspection reports, EAPs, scanned information, and photos.

Inspections
The DSOD conducts annual inspections on all jurisdictional dams. While the frequency is not
mandated by statute, annual inspections have been the practice of the division for many years. The
program does not utilize an inspection checklist; however, the program does follow a standard
report format. Field Branch staff appear to follow the standards outlined in the Peer Review Manual
for annual inspections including file review prior to the inspection, meeting with/interviewing the
owner during the inspection, ensuring that the outlet controls needed for emergency reservoir
releases are functional and cycled in DSOD’s presence, evaluation of instrumentation records, and
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assessment of changes in downstream hazard potential. DSOD has contemplated the use of
electronic data collection/reporting methods for annual inspections, but has yet to implement any.
Documentation of inspections appears to meet the guidelines of the Peer Review Manual including
written documentation, photographs, memos of conversations, and written correspondence. The
inspection report provided to the dam owner or their agent details visual observations with
photographs, and lists of requirements/recommendations. The reports do not contain a sketch of
the dam with notations of inspection observations.
Field Branch engineers make frequent inspections during the construction of new dams and during
the repair, alteration or removal of existing dams to verify conformity with approved plans and
specifications and applicable safety standards. Design and Geology Branch staff also visits
construction sites to verify design assumptions and assist Field Branch staff. Construction
inspections follow the standards outlined in the Peer Review Manual.
DSOD engineers have conducted inspections following extreme loading events or unique conditions
such as earthquakes, floods, and fires in the past. However, the majority of the current staff did not
work for the program during the most recent large-scale event and have little to no experience with
emergency response. The program does not have an up-to-date procedure for internal emergency
response and many staff members are unaware of their specific responsibilities during and following
an event (an updated procedure is under development by management). Field engineers participate
in EAP functional exercises with dam owners and emergency management agencies. DSOD has not
conducted an internal emergency response exercise for the staff in the past several years.
The program has a robust monitoring/alert system, ShakeCast, for earthquake events to identity
which dams have been potentially been adversely affected, and to provide a probable damage
assessment.
Strengths
Category 1 – The DSOD conducts annual inspections on all jurisdictional dams. This helps to ensure
that small problems with a dam (such as new tree growth) do not become larger problems before
they are addressed.
Category 1 – The program has a robust monitoring/alert system, ShakeCast, for earthquake events to
identify which dams have potentially been adversely affected, and to provide a probable damage
assessment.
Category 1 – Field Branch engineers make frequent inspections during the construction of new dams
and during the repair, alteration or removal of existing
dams to verify conformity with approved plans and specifications and applicable safety standards.
Category 1 – Design and Geology Branch staff also visit construction sites to verify design
assumptions and assist Field Branch staff.
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Category 2 – Staff appear to follow the standards outlined in the Peer Review Manual for annual
inspections including file review prior to the inspection, meeting with/interviewing the owner during
the inspection, ensuring outlet controls are regularly cycled, evaluation of instrumentation records,
and assessment of changes in downstream hazard potential.
Weaknesses
Category 1 – The program does not have an up to date documented procedure for internal
emergency response and many staff members are unaware of their specific responsibilities during
and following an event.
Category 1 – DSOD has not conducted an emergency response exercise for the staff in the past
several years and the majority of the current staff did not work for the program during the most
recent large-scale event and have little to no experience with emergency response.
Category 3 – Annual inspection reports do not contain a sketch of the dam with notations of
inspection observations.
Category 3 – The program does not utilize an inspection checklist. All inspection findings are
recorded and maintained in paper format.
Category 3 – Annual inspection of Low Hazard Potential dams could draw resources from more
important priorities such as inspection of High and Significant Hazard Potential dams.
Recommendations
Category 1 – As soon as possible, complete development of an updated emergency preparedness
procedure to allow DSOD to respond effectively to a major event such as an earthquake or
widespread flooding.
Category 1 – Exercise the emergency preparedness procedure on an annual basis.
Category 3 - Consider redevelopment of the annual inspection report format to include a sketch plan
Category 3 - Consider the use of electronic data collection methods for all inspections, annual and
construction. A system that could easily download inspection information into DamPoint or some
other database would be the most efficient option.
Category 3 - Include searchable inspection and noted deficiency records in DamPoint.
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Surveillance Monitoring

Surveillance and monitoring of dams is accomplished as part of the formal annual inspection
program. Certain dams have instrumentation installed to monitor performance including seepage,
reservoir level, precipitation, settlement, deflections and deformations, crack propagation and joint
movement, thermal data, etc. The data is collected and compiled by the dam owners and
transmitted to the DSOD. It is understood that there are threshold values associated with the
instrumentation readings that would trigger further, more detailed evaluation and/or action by the
owner, or DSOD, if the owner fails to do so.
The field engineers perform an independent evaluation of the instrumentation data, which is also
evaluated by dam owners and their consultants. Most field engineers have a detailed and clear
understanding of the purpose and performance of all instrumentation. However, it was found that
this is not the case for all staff. It is unclear that the FEB performs a field QA/QC on the
instrumentation readings by the owners.
It is understood that with the exception of FERC regulated dams, there are generally no probable
failure modes analyses (PFMA) performed for DSOD dams. It would be good for
inspection/instrumentation staff to have a full understanding of failure mechanisms and details of
dams with which they are engaged. It would be best if FEB, DB and GB staff were more fully engaged
in PFMAs and evaluations to ensure this understanding. This may take more than just reviewing
reports and may require more engagement with PFMA teams.
Strengths
Category 1 – The DSOD has a very well documented and rigorous inspection program that is the key
component of the surveillance program. DSOD also regularly follows up with letter requests and
directives to dam owners.
Category 1 – Most high hazard dams have instrumentation and are being monitored and analyzed
by DSOD as part of the annual inspection program.
Weaknesses
Category 2 – It was determined that not all inspectors had a detailed and clear understanding of the
purpose and performance of all instrumentation. Not clear if a QA/QC check on field
instrumentation reading is done by FEB.
Recommendations
Category 2 – Consider a refresher-training program for the FEB on instrumentation. Ensure that
there are site-specific purposes for all instrumentation and the value that the instrument provides
to the overall surveillance process.
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Category 2 - Consider formation of joint FEB/DB/GB PFMA teams to develop a clear understanding
of the most probable failure mechanisms.

Enforcement
With a number of staff, there seems to be an incorrect belief that the organization is not conducting
enforcement activities related to statutes, regulations, and seeking improvements to deficiencies of
structures. This may come from a misconception that enforcement is a standalone activity, when in
fact obtaining enforcement is a common thread and strategy that ties all functions, and all staff, of
the entire DSOD program together.
The DSOD program’s responsibility for protecting life and property from unsafe or deficient dams is
its highest priority. The DSOD program conducts enforcement activities based upon the concepts of
all staff practicing Relationship Based Leadership with dam owners and their private engineers,
progressive enforcement often demonstrated in written warnings to owners, and use of water level
restrictions for critical problems. Because court proceedings can take years to address even the
smallest issue related to a single dam, and there is often a resulting “black hole” for staff time,
preparation, participation, documentation of evidence, responses to discovery filings, depositions,
testimony, and assistance to state legal staff, the DSOD is appropriately utilizing litigation as an
absolute last resort for problem dams.
Some improvements, however, can still be made so that the DSOD’s enforcement focus is better
understood by all staff, and to improve the process of documenting and prioritizing the deficient
structures that still require attention.
Strengths
Category 1 - The program has the ability to impose reservoir restrictions and construction stop-work
orders.
Category 1 - The DSO program is appropriately focused on taking actions to protect life and property
from unsafe or deficient dams.
Category 1 - The DSO program is conducting enforcement activities based upon the concepts of
practicing Relationship Based Leadership with dam owners, and progressive discipline.
Category 2 - The DSO is appropriately utilizing litigation as an absolute last resort for problem dams.
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Weaknesses
Category 1 - There seems to be an incorrect belief among some staff that the organization is not
conducting enforcement activities.
Category 2 - Lack of planned, coordinated, and tracked enforcement initiatives.
Category 3 - Lack of easy access to an in-house attorney who can participate in case strategy
development for specific problems.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Create flow charts for the selective enforcement, progressive discipline style, compliance
and enforcement process including the use of reservoir restrictions, stop work orders, and the use of the
Attorney General’s staff that litigate in court.
Category 1 - Develop a simplified risk assessment tool to prioritize noncompliant high hazard dams for
enforcement.
Category 1 - Explain the enforcement process and staff linkage to this process at an all staff retreat.
Category 2 - Create a standing violation triage team.
Violation triage team members should at a minimum include the Dam Safety manager, the 3 field
branch regional engineers and the field engineer most familiar with the dam in question
The violation triage team should meet for at least an hour monthly to address the higher risk priorities.
The violation triage team should:
 vet the compelling nature of deficiencies and completeness of evidence,
 outline individual case strategies,
 include the Department of Water Resources political liaison in a preemptive fashion regarding
critical violations,
 track progress and adjust case strategies on each action, over time, and
 use legal approaches only as a last option.
Category 3 - Develop a standardized fine matrix (which also increases in a progressive fashion to deal
with repeat, habitual, and intentional violators).
Category 3 - If possible, the Division should utilize the services of a dedicated in-house attorney to
more pro-actively assist with enforcement matters.
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Emergency Response and Emergency Action Plans
At this time DSOD does not have up to date written policies and procedures to deal with dam safety
emergencies or their Emergency Action Plan (EAP) program. Emergency action procedures are in the
process of being rewritten and training is planned.
Due to the possibility of extremely hazardous earthquakes in the state of California, The Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services (OES) is the state agency that controls and runs the preparation and
response to major disasters.
OES is responsible for assuring the entire state’s readiness to respond and recover from natural,
manmade, and war caused emergencies, and for assisting local governments in their preparedness,
response and recovery efforts. This may be unique within the United States.

Among the State agencies that participate within the OES emergency management system,
DSOD is responsible for assuring the state’s private dam owners’ readiness to respond and
recover from natural, manmade, and war caused emergencies and for their readiness to
respond to and assist local governments in their preparedness, response and recovery
efforts.
In the case of a major emergency, such as an earthquake, dams, buildings, roadways, etc.
would be affected. DSOD would work directly with dam owners and local emergency
managers to respond to that dam emergency. DSOD would also have a liaison during the
emergency working with OES to facilitate statewide communication and the sharing of
resources, and to represent DSOD interests in the management of the overall emergency.
This is a statewide management system similar to the national emergency management
system, including incident management, communications, operations, logistics, etc.
Strengths
Category 1 - DSOD has adequate resources to respond to most emergencies.
Category 1 - DSOD participates in training and the exercise of EAPs.
Category 1 - DSOD is actively supporting OES by requesting dam owners to develop and maintain
EAPs and to coordinate these efforts with OES and local emergency management agencies. DSOD
tracks, files and maintains the EAPs submitted to them, as part of their overall emergency
preparedness efforts.
Category 1 - A strong point is the notification system that works in concert with ShakeCast so that
the appropriate Field Branch Engineers are notified when a large earthquake occurs, identifies the
dams that have been adversely affected, and provides a probable damage assessment.
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Weaknesses
Category 1 - Lack of DSOD internal emergency response procedures. The division does not have up to
date documented procedures in place to respond to emergency situations, especially for large,
regional earthquakes and flood events. The procedures require response exercises.
Category 1 - Failure to confirm that local emergency managers have a plan to effectively evacuate
the downstream public in the event of an emergency.
Category 1 - EAP coverage is not complete for high and significant hazard potential dams (DSOD has
a plan to correct this and it should be implemented immediately).
Recommendations
Category 1 - Continue to implement the plan to complete EAPs for all high and significant hazard
dams.
Category 1 - As soon as possible, update the emergency preparedness procedure to allow DSOD to
respond effectively to a major event such as an earthquake or widespread flooding.
Category 1 - Exercise the emergency preparedness procedure on an annual basis.

Design Reviews
The Model Dam Safety Program requires that a design review be accomplished on the following
elements of dam design:














Usual and unusual condition and design loadings
Hydrology and hydraulics
Structural design and stability of dam structure
Structural design and stability of appurtenant structures
Seepage and drainage
Grouting plan
Foundation preparation and treatment plan
Exploration and testing program
Instrumentation plan
Operation and maintenance plan
Design drawings and specifications
Regional and site geology
Site seismicity

It appears that DSOD has incorporated all of the above in their program.
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It was found that the DSOD reviews, investigates, and evaluates all applications, submitted for
approval. The DSOD reviews design documents, plans and specifications and makes independent
evaluations to ensure dams are constructed, enlarged, repaired, or removed appropriately with
respect to safety of the dam. It was found that DSOD does perform extensive and detailed
independent design computations and analyses for new dam and dam rehabilitation projects. It was
found that DSOD often performs independent seismic evaluations, structural computations, stability
analyses and hydrologic and hydraulic analyses for new dam and dam rehabilitation applications.
The DSOD has well documented standards and procedures for application reviews, but it was found
that some of the staff was unaware of the guidance documents. Technical guidance documents can
be accessed on the DSOD web page at http://www.water.ca.gov/damsafety/index.cfm. Further,
there is a DSOD Procedures Manual available in digital format to all staff on My Dam. The contents
of this manual are found in Appendix B.
It was found that the DSOD is well equipped with tools, including state of the art hardware and
software for the analysis and design of dams.
The DSOD fosters an atmosphere of technical expertise that keeps the organization abreast of the
state of the art in dam safety engineering. The DSOD encourages continuing education and dam
safety training for all staff. The DSOD actively participates in professional activities of professional
organizations including the Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO) and the United States
Society on Dams (USSD), through technical committee activities, and attendance at seminars,
workshops and conferences.
Strengths
Category 1 - The DSOD program performs rigorous independent design reviews of new dam designs and
rehabilitation designs
Category 1 - The DSOD has staffs that are well qualified to perform state of the art independent design
analyses
Category 1 - The DSOD has well documented standards and procedures for application reviews.
Category 2 - The DSOD program is well supported with state of the art equipment, hardware and
software.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - Not all staff was aware of the documented procedures for design reviews.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Continue the policies and procedures that have been integral to the success of the
DSOD program and placed it at the forefront of dam safety in the nation.
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Category 1 - Resend the policies procedures and guidance manual notification to all staff and remind
them of the availability of this information on the website.

Permitting
The model dam safety program requires that the following activities be issued permits by DSOD:
 Construction of a new dam
 For existing dams
o Reconstruction
o Enlargement
o Modification
o Alteration
o Repair
o Removal
o Abandonment
o Operation and maintenance
o Impoundment of water
o Change of ownership
DSOD requires permits for all the above activities and meets model dam safety requirements.

Reevaluations
At the present time DSOD does not routinely accomplish periodic in-depth analysis to ensure existing
dams meet current design standards. The common current reevaluation dam safety industry standard is
a 5 – year periodic review. Specifically, the re-evaluation of high hazard potential dams every 5 years
should include in-depth calculations and evaluations of hydrology, hydraulics, structural stability,
earthquake engineering and construction using up-to-date techniques and design criteria.
While the DSOD legislation and regulations do not require the detailed re-evaluation of high hazard
potential dams every 5 years as described above and as recommended in the model program, the
DSOD does in fact perform periodic reevaluations as a matter of policy and practice. The DSOD has
a very robust program for periodic reevaluations that is among the best in the nation to ensure that
existing dams meet current design standards.
The areas of seismic, structural and geotechnical are particularly strong in this regard as compared to
the area of hydrology and hydraulics. There is a general awareness by the staff that expertise and
performance in the area hydrology and hydraulics are comparatively weaker.
The DSOD performs seismic reevaluations on both earthfill and concrete dams and, then if there are
issues, requires the dam owners to perform the reevaluations in more detail. The DSOD has the in-
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house expertise to perform LS-DYNA, FLAC and FEA analyses, which are rarely found in state dam safety
agencies.
Strengths
Category 1 - The program does perform periodic reevaluations of existing dams.
Category 1 - It appears that the seismic reevaluation program is particularly effective.
Weaknesses
Category 2 - Neither the legislation nor the regulations comply with the model program regarding
reevaluations.
Category 2 - The strength of expertise in the area of hydrology and hydraulics is weak relative to other
technical areas of the dam safety program.
Recommendations
Category 2 - Modify the regulations to conform to the established practice.
Category 2 - Take steps to more fully develop in house expertise in the area of hydrology and hydraulics

Program Management
The DSOD has a clear and written mission “to protect people against loss of life and property from
dam failure”, which is well understood and supported by program staff and management. The
objectives of this mission are being generally met, but improvements to the accomplishment of the
mission can be made, as outlined in the recommendations of this report. This mission statement is
readily available to public and private dam safety stakeholders.
Although the organization has a strategic plan, it is beyond its life span and needs to be updated.
Because of the large size of this organization, there is a formal organizational structure that defines
reporting relationships, and assigns authorities, signature authorities, and responsibilities to various
levels of managers. As senior management is actively engaged in many aspects of program and project
details, the organization gives the appearance of being somewhat micro-managed, perhaps somewhat
untrusting of staff, and sometimes slow to respond.
Because of the critical public safety implications of many program functions, the potential effects of so
many regulated dams, and the need for Division-wide consistency, however, an engaged senior
management is not inappropriate. Responsibility assignments, and signature authority / signature
matrix, however, should be reconsidered from the perspective of a “succession strategy” in order to
reinforce the trust senior management has of staff, to seek opportunities to be able to respond more
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quickly, and to help prepare future organizational leaders. Opportunities should also be sought to use
varying situational leadership styles of directing behaviors, supporting behaviors, and signature
authorities, depending upon the varying development levels of individual staff members.
The DSOD has an internally developed project management / tracking tool known as DamPoint. This
tool is a great beginning of what will hopefully grow into a robust management tool. It appears
there is not an excessive backlog of work for staff. The balance of workload per staff position,
between field and design / office staff, however, should be periodically reviewed. The review of
staff work product appears to be backlogged with senior management.
Annual reporting, which summarizes yearly accomplishments, issues, etc., has not been
accomplished for several years, but is in the process of being rectified.
As with any large organization, communications between management and personnel is occurring,
but can always be improved. A yearly working retreat / division wide meeting could provide an
opportunity to improve communication.
Managers and leaders have access to an extensive series of supervision and management training
opportunities.
Strengths
Category 1 - The DSOD has a clear and written mission “to protect people against loss of life and
property from dam failure”, which is well understood and supported by program staff and management.
Category 1 - The objectives of this mission are being generally met.
Category 1 - The DSOD has been successfully led with a long-term vision for strengthening the program’s
specialty areas of expertise to the level of being leading edge of professional practice.
Category 1 - The senior leadership team is well educated, competent, passionate, committed, and
effective.
Category 1 - The DSOD is staffed by highly educated, skilled, dedicated and experienced individuals.
Category 2 - The structure of the Division seems to work well.
Category 2 - The hierarchical structure appears to provide the program with consistency in applying
policies and leveraging analysis techniques and solutions from other similar type of dam projects, but at
the expense of desirable timeliness.
Category 2 - Extensive management and leadership-training opportunities have been made available for
staff promoted into management roles.
Category 3 - Span-of-control for the supervisors looks reasonable (5-6 people).
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Category 3 - Ad hoc committees and teams are formed to meet specific technical needs such as
liquefaction or nonlinear analyses.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - As senior management is actively engaged in many aspects of program and project details,
the organization gives the appearance of being somewhat micro-managed, perhaps somewhat
untrusting of staff, and slow to respond.
Category 1 - Succession practices should be improved.
Category 1 - There are only a few types of letters that are not signed by the Division Chief.
 The process to get a letter out can take months to complete.
 Each letter is subject to multiple levels of review.
Category 1 - Delegation of authority will enhance succession success.
Category 2 - The most recent strategic plan is from 2010.
Category 3 - The most recent annual report is from 2011.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Responsibility assignments, and signature authority / signature matrix should be
reconsidered from the perspective of a “succession strategy” in order to reinforce the trust senior
management has of staff, to seek opportunities to be able to respond more quickly, and to help prepare
future organizational leaders.
Category 1 - Evaluate and modify the processing time for dam safety work products
letters/approvals/notifications, etc. to make them more timely.
Category 2 - The strategic plan needs to be updated.
 Consider a retreat with entire staff as part of the process with an outside facilitator.
 Address the four critical parts of an effective organization: business practices, stakeholders, financial
responsibility, and staff development.
Category 2 - A yearly working retreat / division wide meeting could provide an opportunity to improve
communication.
Category 3 - Re-start the process of developing annual reports.
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Human Resources
DSOD has an Administrative Section that provides human resources services for the division. All
DSOD staff members have written job descriptions. The division uses the DamPoint database to
track workflow and assignments.
The technical, clerical and management staff are highly qualified and possess the skill set necessary to
perform the assigned work of the division. The DSOD has had a successful long-term vision for
strengthening the program’s specialty areas of expertise to the level of being leading edge of
professional practice. The senior leadership team is well educated, competent, passionate,
committed, and effective.
DSOD management and staff participate in the state annual Appraisal and Development Program
(A&D) for formal employee evaluation. Management and supervisors use this program to identify
and formulate training plans for each staff member. The team finds that management provides good
support for educational/training opportunities. The Department and Division have a robust training
budget and training program and provide adequate opportunities including release time. However,
out-of-state travel restrictions are an obstacle. Extensive management and leadership-training
opportunities have been made available for staff promoted into management roles.
The team further finds that DSOD makes efforts to assign staff to projects of various types to expand
staff experience and training. Additional effort could be made to provide more of these
opportunities such as having Design Branch staff do field inspection and other cross training.
Employees are encouraged to obtain and maintain professional registration and the state system
provides a financial reward.
DSOD follows the written state policies and procedures for hiring and promotions. Management also
takes an active approach in recruiting highly qualified candidates. The state system for hiring can be a
limiting factor in hiring and in promotions. The state system requires that any applicant considered for a
position must score in the top three of a standard test. This has had the effect of limiting staff that can
be considered for a promotional position.
The team finds that the overall morale of the DSOD is good. Staff recognize that the program is the
premiere dam safety program in the nation and take pride in their technical expertise. The amount of
time it takes for review of letters and reports (multiple layers of review and the availability of lead
management for review/approval meetings) as well as the perceived lack of enforcement capability
are factors that negatively impact morale with some staff members. There is a perception by some
DSOD staff that there is micro-management and less trust of staff decisions throughout the division.
Staff turnover has not been an issue for DSOD in recent years. Competitive salary and benefit packages
for staff encourage many to stay long term.
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There are procedures in place for orientation of new employees and management report that all
employees are provided with the written policy manual (also available online).
Many of the DSOD top managers are long-time state/division employees and are nearing the end of
their careers with DSOD. DSOD leadership has been discussing succession planning and working to
promote and train new leaders. Delegation of authority for some review approval to lower-level
managers and supervisors could help in succession planning.
DSOD management encourages all staff levels to participate on technical committees and organizations
and to develop technical papers and make presentations at technical conferences. Limitations on out-ofstate travel have hampered participation in recent years.
Overall the working conditions, physical facilities and office environment are satisfactory. Many staff
expressed concerns about the safety of the office location. DSOD management has plans to relocate
the office to a better area.
Strengths
Category 1 - The DSOD has had a successful long-term vision for strengthening the program’s
specialty areas of expertise to the level of being leading edge of professional practice.
Category 1 - The senior leadership team is well educated, competent, passionate, committed, and
effective.
Category 1 - The division uses the DamPoint database to track workflow and assignments.
Category 1 - The Department and Division have a robust training budget and training program and
provide adequate opportunities including release time.
Category 2 - DSOD has an Administrative Section that provides human resources services for the
division.
Category 3 - DSOD management encourages all staff levels to participate on technical committees
and organizations and to develop technical papers and make presentations at technical conferences.
Category 3 - DSOD makes efforts to assign staff to projects of various types to expand staff
experience and training.
Category 3 - Competitive salary and benefit packages for staff encourage many to stay long term.
Weaknesses
Category 3 - State out-of-state travel restrictions are an obstacle to staff participation in
committees, conferences and training.
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Category 3 - Many of the DSOD top managers are long-time state/division employees and are
nearing the end of their careers with DSOD.
Category 3 - DSOD does some cross training between branches, but additional opportunities for
cross training can increase staff capability and experience.
Category 3 - The state system for hiring can be a limiting factor in hiring and in promotions.
Recommendations
Category 3 - Delegation of authority for some review approval to lower-level managers and
supervisors could help in succession planning.
Category 3 - Provide additional cross training opportunities between branches as appropriate.
Category 3 - As much as possible, push for additional out-of-state travel budget and/or lifting of outof-state travel restrictions to allow for greater training opportunities and participation in
committees, etc.
Category 3 - As much as possible, push for changes in the state system for hiring to allow greater
flexibility in hiring and in promotions.

Funding and Budgeting
The DSOD has appropriate adequate financial management tools. A deep understanding and skill
with these tools appears to be primarily with a single employee, Sharon Tapia. Skills with these tools
should be deepened with other senior management.
This organization is very unique in that it has been supported for about the last decade by fees,
without state general fund moneys. A process exists to adjust and adopt sustainable fees and
budgets. Monitoring of budgets and expenditures appears to be routine practice.
Funding assistance for dam owners to rehabilitate existing dams is not an ongoing component in this
program. However, whenever grant monies become available, DSOD informs dam owners in writing
of these resources.
Strengths
Category 1 - The significant fee structure enables the depth and breadth of this public safety program.
Category 1 - The DSOD administration has excellent process for tracking budget revenues and
expenditures, and staff workload.
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Weaknesses
Category 1 - Skills with the tools and process for tracking budget revenues, expenditures, and staff
workload are not strong with many senior management personnel.
Category 3 - Funding assistance for dam owners to rehabilitate existing dams is a very limited
component in this program.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Skills with the tools and process for tracking budget revenues, expenditures, and staff
workload, should be deepened with senior management.
Category 3 - Seek legislation to provide funding assistance for dam owners to rehabilitate existing
dams.

Files and Records
Although files are located within DSOD facilities, the Division of Management Services, Records
Management is responsible for files of all the dams and applicable administrative documents. This
Unit functions as an integral part of the Division and works closely with the Administration Section.
There appear to be well-organized and complete files, plans and documents for each dam and they
are readily available to the staff. There are policies, which define the storing of project records.
Documentation of project activities, meetings, telephone calls, and correspondence to owners are
organized. Currently there are no duplicate or backup files that would preserve records in the case of a
fire or catastrophic event in the office, however it is also understood that there is an ongoing effort to
digitize the records.
Strengths
Category 1 - Robust and rich hard copy file resource on each dam.
Category 1 - An abbreviated blue book of hard copy documentation for each dam is available for staff to
take into the field.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - The valuable file resources are at risk due to the lack of backup.
Category 2 - The DamPoint database needs to be substantially enhanced in order to provide field
access to this informational asset.
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Recommendations
Category 1 - Digitally scan the paper file resources and ensure proper off site backups, as a stopgap
measure until the DamPoint database is substantially enhanced.
Category 2 - Substantially enhance the DamPoint database in order to provide field access to this
informational asset, and provide a digital backup for all dam specific information.

Policy, Procedures, Guidelines – Organization Planning and Self- Evaluation
The ASDSO Peer Review Manual suggests that a dam safety program should have policy, procedures and
guidelines that can support organization planning and self-evaluation. The suggested elements include
Budgeting, Emergency Response Plan, Communication Plan and Public Relations, Dam Owner/Operator
Notification Processes and Billing/Invoicing Processes. The DSOD maintains a complete and exhaustive
list of policies, procedures and guidelines online that is available to every DSOD manager and staff.
Strengths
Category 1 - DSOD maintains a complete and exhaustive list of policies, procedures and guidelines
that is available to every DSOD manager and staff. In addition, mangers and staff receive training on
how to access the policies, procedures and guidelines.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - At this time DSOD does not have current written policies and procedures to deal with dam
safety emergencies or their Emergency Action Plan (EAP) program. Emergency action procedures are
in the process of being rewritten and training is planned.
Category 1 -DSOD has not issued an annual report since 2010.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Recommendations addressing both weaknesses have been made in earlier sections
Program Management and Emergency Response and Emergency Action Planning.

Stakeholder Relations
In the Model Dam Safety Program comparison, which is submitted to ASDSO, the DSOD reports that it
has a written public relations plan. The team determined that external stakeholder communication
could be improved, especially with the general public, local emergency managers and responders, and
with realtors. DSOD would benefit from a more targeted stakeholder communication plan (which could
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include real estate outreach, public awareness, dam owner workshops, an annual report, etc.) This
would show the value of the program and help protect the fee structure
DWR has public relations staff that is available to DSOD and management reported that they can and
have used press releases to help educate the public.
DSOD has a website with many resources for dam owners, engineers and other dam safety
stakeholders. The site includes pages for program statutes and regulations, forms, and a listing of
jurisdictional dams among others. The site could include additional links for dam owners and for the
general public such as www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org. The DSOD Annual Report is
not on the website. The most recent DSOD Annual Report is out of date (2010) so it likely should not
be put on the website. However, an up-to-date Annual Report posted on the website could be an
effective stakeholder relations tool.
Strengths
Category 2 - DSOD has a website with many resources for dam owners, engineers and other dam
safety stakeholders. The site includes pages for program statutes and regulations, forms, and a
listing of jurisdictional dams among others.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - The website does not include links for dam owners and for the general public such as
www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org.
Category 2 - DSOD does not have a targeted stakeholder communication plan and does limited
outreach to the general public, local emergency managers and responders, and with realtors.
Category 2 - The most recent DSOD Annual Report is out of date (2010) and there is no link to the
report on the website
Recommendations
Category 1 - Include links on the website for dam owners and for the general public such as
www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org.
Category 2 - Develop a targeted stakeholder communication plan that includes outreach to the
general public, local emergency managers and responders, and realtors among others.
Category 3 - Prepare an annual report every year and put it on the website.
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3. Resources Allocation
The DSOD does appear to have adequate staffing in most sections, although there are some position
vacancies. There was a general feeling by the FEB and the GB that they were understaffed,
particularly compared to the DEB.
The significant annual project fee structure that is paid by the dam owners enables the depth and
breadth of this public safety program. The fees have allowed the DSOD to maintain a fully staffed
program. The fees provide adequate resources to meet their legislative and administrative
mandates, including staffing equipment. It was observed that there is adequate equipment,
including office and field equipment, cameras, safety equipment, vehicles, etc., for job performance.
The DSOD does have up-to-date equipment for engineering, clerical and administrative work. The
Administration Section of the DSOD is responsible for nearly all non-engineering functions, including
coordination of training, human resources, processing of applications and clerical services. DSOD has
developed an excellent process for tracking budget revenues, expenditures and staff workload.
Computer equipment appears to be more than adequate and up-to-date.
Major support services including legal, information technology services, legislative support,
procurement and contracting, human resources, budget and finance, facilities management, mobile
equipment, health and safety, public affairs, and files management are performed by and at the
Department level.
DSOD has a workplace health and safety program including a full-time safety engineer. The safety
engineering office is well equipped and makes all necessary safety equipment available to the staff.
The safety engineer provides safety oversight for all activities. This is unique and leading edge for
state dam safety programs.
Strengths
Category 1 - The program staffing level is appropriate to the execution of the program as legislated.
Category 1 - The significant annual fee program funds the program in its entirety.
Category 1 - The Administration Section has developed an excellent process for tracking budget
revenues, expenditures and staff workload.
Category 1 - The DSOD has a workplace health and safety program including a full-time safety
engineer that is unique and leading edge for state dam safety programs.
Weaknesses
Category 1 - The valuable file resources are at risk due to lack of backup.
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Category 1 - While the significant annual fee revenues provide adequate budget to fund the
program, this singular method of funding may leave the program vulnerable should fees ever be
reduced by public pressure.
Recommendations
Category 1 - Evaluate staff workload within the branches and make staffing adjustments as
necessary.
Category 1 - As part of the annual plan for the program, pay special attention to the public
acceptance of the fee program to avoid unexpected challenges.
Category 1 - As soon as practical complete the digitization of all dam safety files.
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IV. EVALUATION
Summary
The state of California DSOD has the leading dam safety program in the United States. The level and
expertise of staffing combined with the state of the art equipment and resources has been made
possible due to the dedicated efforts of the DSOD leadership over the last several decades. The
program is well funded by a very significant fee program that has enabled the program to thrive. The
DSOD program meets all critical elements of the Model Dam Safety Program. The program is
performing the requirements as set in the legislation and regulations. An overall evaluation of the
DSOD is presented in this section. This evaluation, is based on a review of the statutes that establish
and define the program, the program technical guidelines, the number of dams under jurisdiction
and the work typically required to regulate an inventory of that size and complexity. The team has
interviewed many of the professional staff and has reviewed numerous documents that define the
DSOD dam safety program.
The Team is of the general opinion that the DSOD is the leading dam safety program in the United
States in terms of depth and breadth of staff, technical evaluations, inspections, and emergency
response.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Peer Review Team respectfully offers the following recommendations to improve and enhance the
DSOD dam safety program.
We placed the recommendations into three categories similar to the approach used to categorize the
program strengths and weaknesses.
Category 1 – Immediate Action to meet basic dam safety program requirements. (Timeframe 0 – 2
years)
1. Evaluate and modify the processing time for dam safety work products
letters/approvals/notifications, etc. to make them more timely.
2. Digitally scan the paper file resources and ensure proper off site backups, as a stopgap measure
until the DamPoint database is substantially enhanced.
3. It is recommended that the policies and procedures manual for design reviews be redistributed
to all staff.
4. Continue the policies and procedures that have been integral to the success of the DSOD
program and placed it at the forefront of dam safety in the nation.
5. Evaluate staff workload within the branches and make staffing adjustments as necessary.
6. Implement the plan to complete EAPs for all high and significant hazard dams.
7. As soon as possible, update the emergency preparedness procedure to allow DSOD to
respond effectively to a major event such as an earthquake or widespread flooding.
8. Exercise the emergency preparedness procedure on at least an annual basis.
9. Responsibility assignments, and signature authority / signature matrix, should be reconsidered
from the perspective of a “succession strategy” in order to reinforce the trust senior
management has of staff, to seek opportunities to be able to respond more quickly, and to help
prepare future organizational leaders.
10. Skills with the tools and process for tracking budget revenues, expenditures, and staff workload,
should be deepened with senior management.
11. For continuity of operations, create an official back up plan and practice, for the information
contained in, and the database structure that underlies DamPoint.
12. Create flow charts for the selective enforcement, progressive discipline style, compliance
and enforcement process including the use of reservoir restrictions, stop work orders, and
the use of the Attorney General’s staff that litigate in court.
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13. Develop a simplified risk assessment tool to prioritize noncompliant high hazard dams for
enforcement.
14. Explain the enforcement process and staff linkage to this process at an all staff retreat.
15. Include links on the website for dam owners and for the general public such as
www.livingneardams.org and www.damowner.org.
16. As part of the annual plan for the program, pay special attention to the public acceptance of
the fee program to avoid unexpected challenges.

Category 2 – Intermediate Action (Timeframe: 1 – 3 years)
1. Grow DamPoint into a robust tool that can be used in the field by staff to:
a. Research past project reports,
b. Create and file inspection reports,
c. Track changes to deficiencies over time,
d. Contain inundation mapping,
e. Perform incident or emergency activities, and
f. link to or contain typical dam inventory file information such as, detailed analysis, plans,
permits, correspondence, inspection reports, EAPs, scanned information, or photo
histories.
2. Consider a refresher-training program for all staff, starting with the FEB, on instrumentation.
Continue to ensure that there are site-specific purposes for all instrumentation and the
value that the instrument provides to the overall surveillance process is clearly understood.
3. Consider formation of joint FEB/DB/GB PFMA teams to develop a clear understanding of the
most probable failure mechanisms.
4. Take steps to more fully develop in house expertise in the area of hydrology and hydraulics
5. Update the strategic plan.
6. Consider a retreat with entire staff as part of the process with an outside facilitator.
a. Address the four critical parts of an effective organization: business practices,
stakeholders, financial responsibility, and staff development.
b. A yearly working retreat / division wide meeting could provide an opportunity to
improve communication.
7. Create a standing violation triage team.
a. Violation triage team members should at a minimum include the Dam Safety manager,
the 3 field branch regional engineers and the field engineer most familiar with the dam
in question
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b. The violation triage team should meet for at least an hour monthly and focus on
addressing the top, higher risk priorities.
c. The violation triage team should:
i.
vet the compelling nature of deficiencies and completeness of evidence,
ii.
outline individual case strategies,
iii.
include the Department of Water Resources political liaison in a preemptive
fashion regarding critical violations,
iv.
track progress and adjust case strategies on each action, over time, and
v.
use legal approaches only as a last resort.
8. In regards to project reevaluations, take steps to modify the regulations to conform to the
established practice.
9. Substantially enhance the DamPoint database in order to provide field access to this
informational asset, and provide a digital backup for all dam specific information.
10. Develop a targeted stakeholder communication plan that includes outreach to the general
public, local emergency managers and responders, and realtors among others.
Category 3 – Long Term Action (Timeframe: 3 – 5 years)
1. Prepare an annual report every year and put it on the website.
2. As the opportunity arises, modify or add to the DSOD statutes and regulations to meet all
guidelines of the Model Dam Safety Program.
3. Consider redevelopment of the annual inspection report format to include a sketch plan.
4. Include searchable inspection and noted deficiency records in DamPoint.
5. Develop a standardized fine matrix (which also increases in a progressive fashion to deal
with repeat, habitual, and intentional violators).
6. If possible the Division should seek the services of a dedicated in-house attorney to more proactively assist with enforcement matters.
7. Delegation of authority for some review approval to lower-level managers and supervisors
could help in succession planning.
8. Provide additional cross training opportunities between branches as appropriate.
9. As much as possible, push for additional out-of-state travel budget and/or lifting of out-of-state
travel restrictions to allow for greater training opportunities and participation in committees,
etc. for staff.
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10. As much as possible, push for changes in the state system for hiring to allow greater flexibility in
hiring and in promotions.
11. Seek legislation to provide funding assistance for dam owners to rehabilitate existing dams.
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VI. CERTIFICATION
This report was prepared by the undersigned members of the Peer Review Team of the Association
of State Dam Safety Officials as requested by David A. Gutierrez, Chief, Division of Safety of Dams,
California Department of Water Resources, Sacramento, California. The statements in the report
reflect the engineering and professional observations, findings and judgments of the Team based on
interviews and review of documents presented by the DSOD who supplied documents.

William B. Bingham, P.E.

Daniel J. Mahoney

Team Coordinator

Mark B. Ogden, P.E.

Kenneth E. Smith, P.E.

Date: August 31, 2016
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APPENDIX A
CALIFORNIA WATER CODE STATUTES AND REGULATIONS AND CURRENT
PRACTICES
Please go to:
http://www.water.ca.gov/damsafety/docs/statutes-regulations.pdf
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED BY THE TEAM
For Division of Safety of Dams Procedures please refer to
http://www.water.ca.gov/damsafety/statutes_regulations/index.cfm
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APPENDIX C
ORGANIZATION CHARTS
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APPENDIX D
PEER REVIEW TEAM BIOGRAPHIES
WILLIAM B. BINGHAM, PE, Vice President and Senior Project Principal at Gannett Fleming, Inc. with
responsibility for guidance and oversight of the firm’s services for governmental water resource agencies
nationwide, as well as identifying and developing new technologies. Mr. Bingham has more than 47 years of
experience, specializing in the areas of dam and flood control engineering with involvement as Project
Principal, Project Manager, Project Engineer, or Quality Team Leader on more than 15 flood control projects,
50 new dam projects, 100 dam rehabilitation projects, 200 annual dam safety inspections, 30 Phase 1 dam
safety inspections, and numerous dam feasibility investigations and reports. He is experienced in studies,
designs, cost estimates, specifications, and public meetings on diverse assignments such as new dam and dam
rehabilitation designs, basinwide flood control studies, water supply alternative studies; flood control
investigation and reports; existing flood control project rehabilitation design, field surveys, water needs
assessments, and flood damage assessments. He has authored more than 20 technical papers and articles.
Mr. Bingham received the "President's Award" in 1994 and in 2012, and the "Award of Merit" in 1991 from the
Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO). Mr. Bingham was also selected by Engineering NewsRecord as one of the top 25 newsmakers in the construction industry for 1996 and was named Engineer of the
Year in Pennsylvania in 2000 by the Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers. Mr. Bingham was
appointed to the National Dam Safety Review Board (1998-2001) by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. In addition, he served as Chair of the ASDSO's Peer Review Program from its inception in 1989
through 2011 and remains on the Peer Review Committee. He has performed reviews of 15 state dam safety
programs and dam safety programs of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, BC Hydro, Ontario Power Generation,
Seattle City Light, and Seattle Public Utilities.
Mr. Bingham led an external panel of dam safety experts in the 12th, 13th, and 14th Independent Review of
the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) Dam Safety Program from 2011-2013. He served on the Director of
Dam Safety's Strategy and Advisory Council to provide BC Hydro's Board of Directors and executive
management with independent governance advice on the management of risks posed by BC Hydro's dams.
Mr. Bingham has been approved as an Independent Consultant by the Federal Energy Regulating Commission.
Mr. Bingham was elected to the Board of Directors (1998-2004) of the United States Society on Dams (the U.S.
member of the International Commission on Large Dams) and was elected President (2001-2003). In 2009 Mr.
Bingham received the USSD Lifetime Achievement Award recognizing his dedication, achievements and
contributions to the dam engineering profession.

DANIEL J. MAHONEY is the former director of the FERC Dam Safety Program, retired 10/2011. Mr. Mahoney
has a BSCE from Virginia Tech and an MS in Environmental Engineering from Johns Hopkins University. Mr.
Mahoney has 37 years of dam safety experience, including 25 years in leadership and supervision of the
nationwide FERC dam safety program.
Over his career at the FERC, Mr. Mahoney supervised all inspections, engineering analyses and evaluations,
the EAP program, dam site security programs, and remedial dam safety improvements and repairs.
Mr. Mahoney has served on peer review teams for States, the US Army Corps of Engineers in 2001 and 2013,
and the US Bureau of Reclamation in 2011, 2012 and 2013. He serves on ASDSO Peer Review Committee and
is a technical advisor to the ASDSO Dam Failure Investigation Committee.
Mr. Mahoney received the ASDSO National Award of Merit in 2009 and the Joseph J. Ellam Presidential Award
in 2011.
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KENNETH E. SMITH, P.E., is a graduate of Valparaiso University with a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering,
and Butler University with a Masters Degree in Business Administration. He is a Registered Professional
Engineer in the State of Indiana. He has thirty-seven years of experience in water resource engineering. Mr.
Smith, an Assistant Director of the Division of Water, Indiana Department of Natural Resources, is responsible
for the Division's Compliance and Projects Branch, which includes the State's Dam and Levee Safety Section,
the Project Development Section, the Surveying and Mapping Section, and the Compliance and Enforcement
Section. Mr. Smith is a past president of ASDSO, and currently serves on several committees, including the
Peer Review Program Committee. He was a member of the team that developed the new manual and has
participated in several program reviews using the new tools. He further has served on the National Dam Safety
Board of Review. Currently, Mr. Smith is also a member of Indiana Silver Jackets, an inter-agency natural
hazard mitigation team, working together to protect life, property, and resources, with the vision "Many
Agencies, One Solution".
MARK OGDEN, P.E. is a project manager for ASDSO focusing on state program advocacy, state program
performance measurement and reporting, dam failure and incident data collection, and levee safety issues. He
has twenty-five years of experience in state dam and levee safety regulation and previously served on the
Board of Directors of ASDSO and as association president. Mark was the administrator of the Water
Management Section for the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water with responsibility for
the Dam Safety, Floodplain Management, Coastal Erosion Permit, and Canal Operations Programs. He is a
registered Professional Engineer in Ohio and a Certified Public Manager. He has a Bachelor of Science degree
in Civil Engineering from The Ohio State University.
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